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Mean standard errors in atomic displacement parameters

(ADPs) resulting from protein crystal structure determina-

tions are estimated by comparing the ADPs of protein-chain

pairs of identical sequence within the same crystal or within

different crystals displaying the same or different space

groups. The estimated ADP standard errors increase nearly

linearly as the resolution decreases ± an unexpected result

given the nonlinear dependence of the resolution on the

amount of diffraction data. The estimated ADP standard

errors are larger for side-chain and solvent-exposed atoms

than for main-chain and buried atoms and, surprisingly, are

also larger for residues in the helical secondary structure

relative to other local backbone conformations. The results

allow an estimate of the in¯uence of crystallographic

re®nement restraints on ADP standard errors. Such correc-

tions should be applied when comparing different protein

structures.
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1. Introduction

Atomic displacement parameters (ADPs, often referred to as

thermal or B factors) are given increasing signi®cance in

protein crystallography since they provide information on the

¯exibility of main-chain and side-chain atoms when aniso-

tropically (Dauter et al., 1995; Longhi et al., 1997; Harata et al.,

1998) or isotropically (Carugo & Argos, 1997, 1998; Luede-

mann et al., 1997) re®ned. The ADPs are also useful to infer

the precision of atomic positional coordinates (Murshudov &

Dodson, 1997; Cruickshank, 1996) and to provide a statistical

basis for comparing different structural results (Carugo &

Eisenhaber, 1997; Peters-Libeu & Adman, 1997). The best

predictions of the ¯exibility of a polypeptide chain have been

based on analyses of ADPs in known structure test sets

(Karplus & Schulz, 1985; Bhaskaran & Ponnuswamy, 1988;

Vihinen et al., 1994; Parthasarathy & Murthy, 1997, 1998).

Unfortunately, ADP mean values and variances often differ

greatly amongst various protein structure determinations,

since absolute ADP values not only depend on various

physical phenomena such as authentic oscillations about

stable conformations or static, dynamic and lattice disorders,

but also depend on differences in structure-re®nement

methods and stages (Ringe & Petsko, 1986).

Various attempts have been made to overcome ADP

variances. The minimum-function method equalizes the

minimum ADP values found in two protein structures

(Frauenfelder & Petsko, 1980; Ringe & Petsko, 1986). The

ADPs of each protein structure can be constrained to a

common mean and a common variance: for example,
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ADPnorm = (ADP + D)/(hADPi + D), where hADPi is the

mean value for a given protein and D is an empiric parameter,

to yield normalized ADP values (ADPnorm) with mean 1.0 and

root-mean-square deviation 0.3 (Karplus & Schulz, 1985;

Vihinen et al., 1994). Another commonly used expression is

ADPnorm = (ADP ÿ hADPi)/ADPs (where ADPs is the stan-

dard deviation of the ADP distribution) yielding, for each

protein structure, zero mean and unit variance (Parthasarathy

& Murthy, 1997, 1998; Carugo & Argos, 1997, 1998).

The need for ADP normalization results from a lack of

fundamental understanding of their etiology. The main

drawback of the minimum-function method is that the ADP

variances within each single structure are not considered; they

may be very different according to the severity of the ADP

restraint applied during re®nement. Any normalization

imposing the same mean and variance to ADPs from different

structures yields values insensitive to particular spatial

conditions in a given protein structure. It is preferable to use

experimentally derived ADPs, along with a reliable estimate

of their accuracy. In principle, this is possible with full-matrix

least-squares re®nement based on simultaneous use of ADPs

and atom coordinates; nevertheless, the dif®culty in applying

proper weights for re®nement restraints on ADPs and atomic

coordinates remains. Furthermore, such restraints may

analytically differ amongst various software packages and may

be perceived differently by crystallographers. In the present

communication, an estimation of ADP reliability based on

normal probability-plot analyses over known protein crystal

structures is provided.

2. Methods

The Protein Data Bank (PDB; Bernstein et al., 1977) was

scanned to search for pairs of identical polypeptide sequences

at least 50 residues in length and belonging to the same PDB

®le (referred to as type 1 pairs and generally consisting of

multimeric proteins), or to different PDB ®les with the same

(type 2) or different space group (type 3). Sequences were

taken from the ATOM records in the PDB ®les. Structure

pairs were considered only if their crystallographic resolution

differed by no more than 0.1 AÊ . Crystal structures re®ned by

multi-conformer or related techniques (Burling & BruÈ nger,

1994) were rejected, as were those re®ned by inclusion of non-

crystallographic symmetries, by visual inspection of the PDB

®les. Table 1 summarizes the number of structure pairs

compared according to crystallographic resolution, with

distribution centred around 2.1 AÊ , which is in good agreement

with the mean PDB value of 2.19 AÊ and variance 0.50 AÊ . The

relatively large number of structure pairs shown in Table 1 is

not surprising given the combinatorial nature of the pair

de®nition; for example, one structure with three monomers in

the asymmetric unit provides three pairs and four trimeric

structures de®ne 66 pairs.

Secondary-structural assignments of each protein residue

were performed with STRIDE (Frishman & Argos, 1995),

where residues were classi®ed as helical (�, 310 or �), strand

(extended conformation), turn (generally short turns explicitly

designated by STRIDE) or coil (all remaining residues).

Solvent-accessible areas were computed for each protein

residue with ASC (Eisenhaber et al., 1995) using a water-probe

radius of 1.25 AÊ , as recommended by Hubbard & Argos

(1995). Residues were considered exposed if the solvent-

accessible area was at least 50% of that of a reference value

obtained by averaging the maximal solvent-accessible area for

the residue type within 137 unique protein structures selected

with OBSTRUCT [structure pairs with maximal sequence

identity 20%, resolution better than or equal to 1.8 AÊ and

minimum residue number 50 (Heringa et al., 1992)].

All individual ADP values were taken in B units (and are

expressed as such in this work) and were corrected if reported

otherwise (typically U) in the PDB ®les. Assuming that

corresponding ADP values are statistically identical in a pair

of comparable structures, normal probability plots can be used

to estimate their mean standard error (Abrahams & Keve,

1971; Hamilton, 1972). Normal probability plots were origin-

ally designed to evaluate the similarity between pairs of

experimental data sets. Given two measurement sets X and Y,

the weighted differences between the equivalent data xi and yi

are computed as (xi ÿ yi)/(�2
xi + �2

yi)
1/2, where �xi and �yi are

the standard errors associated with xi and yi, respectively.

These weighted differences are normally distributed if the two

data sets are statistically identical. This is veri®ed by plotting,

after sorting in order of increasing magnitude, the observed

weighted differences versus the expected weighted differences

(De) computed as |(nÿ 2i + 1)/n|, where i = 1 to n for a data set

of n elements and with internal sign positive for i > n/2 and

negative for i < n/2. A regression line with unit slope and zero

intercept results. Different slopes indicate whether the two

data sets are statistically different or whether the standard

errors associated with each single measurement are over-

estimated or underestimated. Deviations from linearity

suggest that systematic errors affect the quality of the data. In

the present work, normal probability plots were used to esti-

mate ADP mean standard error values, assuming the two data

sets (i.e., the ADPs of equivalent atoms in two structures) to

be statistically identical. The unweighted observed differences

Do = xi ÿ yi were sorted in order of increasing magnitude and

plotted against the expected weighted differences De. The

Table 1
Number of type 1, 2, and 3 structure pairs at various resolution ranges
compared in the present paper.

Number of structure pairs

Resolution range (AÊ ) Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Total

1.4±1.5 63 92 51 206
1.6±1.7 153 205 104 462
1.8±1.9 711 376 348 1435
2.0±2.1 933 830 716 2479
2.2±2.3 633 232 250 1115
2.4±2.5 787 599 121 1507
2.6±2.7 462 83 160 705
2.8±2.9 369 125 204 698
3.0±3.1 81 28 79 189
3.2±3.3 87 57 38 182
3.4±3.5 79 0 11 90



slope a of the regression line Do = aDe was then computed and

assumed to be related to the mean standard error of the data

(�) by the equation a = 21/2�. For example, the nine atoms of

residues Gly114 and Ala115 of the crystal structure of the

cathepsin B (PDB ®le 1CPJ; Jia et al., 1995) have re®ned ADP

values of 18.16, 43.35, 30.66, 33.26, 48.76, 18.48, 49.12, 38.19

and 60.77 AÊ 2 in chain A and 27.07, 28.04, 56.90, 38.62, 40.83,

2.42, 60.54, 28.21 and 64.25 AÊ 2 in chain B. The Do values sorted

in order of increasing magnitude are ÿ26.24, ÿ11.42, ÿ8.91,

ÿ5.36, ÿ3.48, 7.93, 9.98, 15.38 and 16.06 AÊ 2 and are compared

with the sorted De values ÿ0.889, ÿ0.667, ÿ0.444, ÿ0.222,

0.000, 0.222, 0.444, 0.667 and 0.889 (Fig. 1). By least-squares

regression it is found that Do = 22.5De and thus the mean

estimated standard error � associated with the ADPs is 16 AÊ 2.

A plot of Do/(2�2)1/2 versus De results in an approximate line

of unit slope and zero intercept (Fig. 1). In the normal prob-

ability plot analysis performed here, equivalent residues with

solvent-accessible areas differing by more than 20% were

disregarded since their local conformations are highly

different (5% of the total). The structure pairs for which the

linear correlation coef®cient between Do and De was lower

than 0.85 were also disregarded (19% of the total) since large

deviations from linearity could be caused by systematic errors

resulting, for example, from a structure pair where only one

member contains one or more large ligands burying several

residues.

3. Results and discussion

Figs. 2 and 3 show the respective dependence of the estimated

ADP standard errors on crystallographic resolution for main-

chain and side-chain atoms (Fig. 2) and for solvent-exposed

and buried atoms (Fig. 3). Clearly, the estimated ADP stan-

dard errors tend to increase as resolution decreases, with a

signi®cant linear dependence (Table 2). Extrapolated to 0.0 AÊ

resolution, the ADP estimated errors statistically vanish, as

expected for a totally de®ned system characterized by a near-

in®nite ratio between number of observations and re®ned
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Figure 1
(a) Typical example of a normal probability plot where the slope a
(22.5 AÊ 2) suggests an estimated ADP standard error of 16 AÊ 2. Data was
taken from comparison of the Gly114 and Ala115 atoms of the A and B
chains of the PDB ®le 1CPJ. A circle is plotted for each atom pair. (b) The
same normal probability plot where the differences Do are weighted with
the reciprocal of the slope a. A regression line of unit slope and zero
intercept results.

Figure 2
Dependence on crystallographic resolution of the estimated ADP
standard errors (e.s.d.) for side-chain (dashed lines) and main-chain
(continous lines) atoms. Fitted linear-regression lines are superposed on
the observed values. The ADP standard errors are estimated for (a) type
1, (b) type 2 and (c) type 3 sequence pairs.
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parameters. The estimated ADP standard errors are larger for

side-chain atoms than for main-chain atoms and are larger for

solvent-exposed atoms than for those buried in the protein

core, an expected result given the ease with which buried and

main-chain atoms can be located in electron-density maps.

Surprisingly, the differences between estimated ADP errors of

main-chain and side-chain atoms and between surface and

buried atoms do not depend on resolution. This contrasts with

the observation that, at very low resolution, the ADPs

normalized to zero mean and unit variance for main-chain and

side-chain atoms are identical, while at high resolution they

are clearly distinguished (Carugo & Argos, 1997), suggesting

that ADPs with similar numerical values may be associated

with different standard errors. The need for some estimate of

ADP reliability is thus emphasized, especially when atomic

positional standard errors are based upon them (Murshudov

& Dodson, 1997; Cruickshank, 1996).

The estimated ADP standard errors tend to be larger for

type 3 structure pairs, and the gradients with which they

increase with lowered resolution tend to decrease in the order

type 3, type 2 and type 1. For example, main-chain atom ADPs

at 2.0 AÊ (and 3.0 AÊ ) resolution have estimated errors, based

on the regression analyses of Table 2, of 4.9 (7.0), 4.1 (8.5) and

6.6 (12.8) AÊ 2 if type 1, 2 and 3 structure pairs are used,

respectively. Since type 1 and 2 pairs are copies of the same

polypeptide polymer in the same protein structure (but

independently re®ned in the case of type 2 pairs), the differ-

ences in estimated ADP standard errors re¯ect different

re®nement procedures and perhaps experimental conditions

(pH, solvent, ionic strength etc.). In contrast, type 3 pairs are

copies of the same polypeptide polymer in different protein

structures with different space groups, and the estimated ADP

standard errors thus re¯ect important physical differences that

may, for example, involve signi®cant changes in protein ¯ex-

ibility where different fractions of the cell volume are occu-

pied by solvent and crystal-packing constraints are different.

The data presented here suggest that different re®nement

procedures (different uses of the same algorithm as well as use

of different algorithms) have a minor impact on the ADP

reliability relative to true physical changes in the crystal

architecture, and the complex ¯exibility of proteins is thus at

least qualitatively monitored by the experimentally derived

ADPs, mitigating the need for normalization when experi-

mental conditions are similar. Nevertheless, the dependence

on resolution of the ADP standard errors estimated with type

1 and 2 pairs is not always similar, especially at very low

resolution, where the estimated ADP standard errors based

on type 2 pairs is larger than those resulting from type 1 pairs

and the ®nal re®ned parameters are dependent on the

re®nement strategy. The ADP standard errors estimated with

the type 2 pairs are certainly more reliable than those from

type 1 and 3 pairs, since the type 2 pairs are physically less

different than the type 3 pairs and are independently struc-

turally characterized, in contrast to the type 1 pairs. At 2.0 AÊ

resolution, a value frequently observed in the set of known

protein structures examined here, the ADP estimated stan-

dard errors are 4.1, 5.9, 5.7, and 3.8 AÊ 2 for main-chain, side-

chain, solvent-exposed and buried atoms, respectively. These

errors are large relative to the actual mean ADP values

generally found in protein crystal structures (15±20 AÊ 2) and

suggest that very high resolution is needed to accurately

monitor protein ¯exibility with ADPs.

Table 2
Linear-regression analysis of the dependence of the ADP estimated
standard error (�) on the crystallographic resolution (Res) (� = b1 +
b2Res).

Type of
structure
pairs Type of atoms

Intercept b1

(e.s.d.)
Slope b2

(e.s.d.)

Linear
correlation
coef®cient

Type 1 Main chain 0.7 (1.8) 2.1 (0.7) 0.693
Type 1 Side chain 2.1 (1.9) 2.2 (0.7) 0.746
Type 1 Solvent exposed 1.3 (1.2) 2.4 (0.5) 0.866
Type 1 Protein core ÿ1.4 (1.4) 2.9 (0.5) 0.869
Type 2 Main chain ÿ4.7 (1.7) 4.4 (0.7) 0.916
Type 2 Side chain ÿ2.7 (2.0) 4.3 (0.8) 0.840
Type 2 Solvent exposed ÿ4.3 (1.8) 5.0 (0.7) 0.921
Type 2 Protein core ÿ5.2 (1.9) 4.5 (0.8) 0.901
Type 3 Main chain ÿ5.8 (4.4) 6.2 (1.8) 0.761
Type 3 Side chain ÿ4.2 (4.7) 6.7 (1.8) 0.768
Type 3 Solvent exposed ÿ4.8 (5.0) 6.6 (2.0) 0.741
Type 3 Protein core ÿ7.0 (3.6) 6.1 (1.4) 0.815

Figure 3
Dependence on crystallographic resolution of the estimated ADP
standard errors (e.s.d.) for solvent-exposed (dashed lines) and buried
(continous lines) atoms. Fitted linear-regression lines are superposed on
the observed values. The ADP standard errors are estimated from (a)
type 1, (b) type 2 and (c) type 3 sequence pairs.



The linear relationship between estimated ADP standard

error and resolution is surprising. It would be expected that

the ADP standard error would vary proportionally with the

ratio of the number of parameters to be re®ned to the number

of experimental observations. Assuming four variables (x, y, z

and the isotropic ADP) for each protein non-H atom which

occupies a volume of about 20 AÊ 3 and disregarding the

re®nement restraints, the ratio is (3VpRes3)/(20�) where Res

is the crystallographic resolution and Vp is the fraction of the

unit-cell volume occupied by the protein (see Fig. 4). Only for

type 3 structure pairs does an approximate relationship exist

(Figs. 2 and 3), while for types 1 and 2 the dependence is

clearly different, as evidenced by insigni®cant improvements

in correlations using a cubic relationship (in lieu of the linear

®t), as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The lack of cubic dependence between estimated ADP

standard errors and resolution points to the weight of the

re®nement restraints in determining experimentally derived

ADPs. If this weight is assumed to

be zero for a certain resolution

range, it can be estimated at

another lower resolution. For

example, if the main-chain atom

ADP standard errors derived

from the type 1 structure pairs are

unaffected by the re®nement

restraints at 0.7 and 0.8 AÊ reso-

lution, coef®cients a and b of the

function � = a + bRes3 can be

determined, where � is the ADP

standard error estimated by the

linear function with coef®cients

given in Table 2 at 0.7 and 0.8 AÊ

resolution and Res is the resolu-

tion. At 2.0 AÊ resolution, the

ADP standard error estimated by

the cubic function would be

11.7 AÊ 2, 2.4 times larger than that

given by the linear function (4.9 AÊ 2) with coef®cients reported

in Table 2. At 3.0 AÊ resolution it would be 35.2 AÊ 2, ®ve times

larger than that resulting from the linear function (7.0 AÊ 2).

These results clearly point to an underestimation of the ADP

standard errors relative to those at 0.7 and 0.8 AÊ . Although

these estimates do depend on the resolution range in which

standard errors are assumed to be unaffected by re®nement

restraints, a useful relative estimation is nonetheless possible.

The estimated standard errors cannot be reliably evaluated

for ADPs of atoms in residues with a given secondary-

structural conformation, owing to insuf®cient data in several

single-structure pairs (Hamilton, 1972). Nevertheless, some

statistically signi®cant trends can be found by comparing all

pairs of secondary-structural types (Table 3) over the various

structure pairs where there are at least 30 residues with the

relevant secondary structure in each protein structure. The

differences between estimated ADP standard errors of

various secondary-structural types do not depend on resolu-

tion. Surprisingly, the estimated ADP standard errors of atoms

in helical residues tend to be larger. Buried atoms in turn and

coil residues have similar estimated ADP standard errors,

while surface atoms in coil residues have smaller ADP

standard errors than atoms in turns. The estimated ADP

standard errors are smallest in strand residues. Surprisingly,

atoms in helices have less reliable ADPs, especially for buried

atoms, despite their well known tendency to be less mobile.

This may result from inaccuracy in the geometrical or ADP

re®nement restraints. Some geometrical restraints could be

less appropriate for helical moieties relative to other back-

bone conformations, such as assumptions on the planarity of

the peptide groups. The local network of strong hydrogen

bonds within helices might allow larger deviations from

planarity than in other secondary-structural types. Further,

ADP re®nement restraints may result in helix-ADP systematic

errors owing to the extended local network of short non-

bonding contacts, which could excessively smooth the local

ADP variability.
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Figure 4
Dependence of crystallographic resolution on the ratio of the numbers of
parameters re®ned to the number of diffraction data. The various curves
are computed for different values of the fraction of the unit-cell volume
occupied by the protein (Vp).

Table 3
Mean values of the differences (AÊ 2) between estimated ADP standard errors for solvent-exposed and
buried atoms in various secondary-structural conformations (H, helix; B, strand; T, turn and C, coil).

Secondary
structures

Type of
structure pairs

Main-chain
buried

Main-chain
exposed

Side-chain
buried

Side-chain
exposed

H ÿ B Type 1 1.4 0.4 2.7 0.2
Type 2 1.2 0.7 3.1 1.2
Type 3 1.7 0.7 3.9 2.2

H ÿ T Type 1 0.8 1.7 2.4 1.5
Type 2 1.1 1.9 3.0 1.4
Type 3 0.9 3.5 3.4 3.8

H ÿ C Type 1 1.0 1.3 2.6 0.8
Type 2 1.2 0.9 2.9 0.4
Type 3 1.2 2.5 3.2 1.7

B ÿ T Type 1 ÿ0.6 ÿ2.0 ÿ0.3 ÿ1.6
Type 2 ÿ0.2 ÿ2.6 ÿ0.1 ÿ2.7
Type 3 ÿ0.9 ÿ3.8 ÿ0.5 ÿ5.5

B ÿ C Type 1 ÿ0.5 ÿ1.8 ÿ0.2 ÿ0.8
Type 2 ÿ0.2 ÿ1.6 ÿ0.3 ÿ1.7
Type 3 ÿ0.6 ÿ3.0 ÿ0.6 ÿ3.6

T ÿ C Type 1 0.1 0.4 ÿ0.2 0.7
Type 2 ÿ0.1 1.0 ÿ0.2 1.1
Type 3 0.3 0.8 ÿ0.1 1.9
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4. Conclusions

An estimation of the ADP standard errors has been

performed by normal probability plot analyses of pairs of

known tertiary protein structures with identical sequences. At

the typical 2.0 AÊ resolution, the ADPs are determined with a

reliability of about 5 AÊ 2, a high value compared with the

average 15±20 AÊ 2 ADP typically found in protein structures.

The errors are also about one order of magnitude larger than

those of small asymmetric unit crystal structures. Though the

ADP reliability increases with improved crystallographic

resolution, it is much less than would be expected on the basis

of the increased diffraction data. This allows empirical

corrections of estimated ADP standard errors and compar-

isons of structural data at different resolutions. Estimated

ADP standard errors tend to be smaller for main-chain atoms

relative to side-chain atoms and for buried atoms relative to

solvent-exposed atoms. Estimated ADP standard errors are

larger for atoms found in helical residues, suggesting that

re®nement restraints should be made dependent on backbone

conformation.

These results should prove useful in any application of

ADPs, such as the analysis and prediction of protein ¯exibility

and the assessment of protein crystal structure quality. The

estimation of ADP standard errors makes unnecessary any

preliminary data normalization with subsequent loss of

information and allows other more sophisticated data

analyses.
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